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Abstract

Background: Up to 80% of all endovascular stents have malapposed struts, and while some impose catastrophic events others are inconsequential.

Methods and Results: Thirteen stents were implanted in coronary arteries of seven healthy Yorkshire pigs, using specially-designed cuffed balloons inducing controlled stent malapposition and under-expansion. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging confirmed that 25% of struts were malapposed (strut-wall distance< strut thickness) to variable extent (max. strut-wall distance malapposed group 0.51±0.05mm versus apposed group 0.09±0.05mm, p=2e-3). Imaging at follow-up revealed malapposition acutely resolved (<1% of struts remained malapposed at day 5), with strong correlation between lumen and the stent cross-sectional areas (slope =0.86, p<0.0001, R²=0.94). OCT in three of the most significantly malapposed vessels at baseline showed high correlation of elastic lamina area and lumen area (R²=0.96) suggesting all lumen loss was related to contraction of elastic lamina with negligible plaque/intimal hyperplasia growth. Simulation showed this vascular recoil could be partially explained by the non-uniform strain environment created from sub-optimal expansion of device and balloon, and the inability of stent support in the malapposed region to resist recoil.

Conclusions: Malapposition as a result of stent under-expansion is resolved acutely in healthy normal arteries, suggesting existing animal models are limited in replicating clinically observed persistent stent malapposition.
Introduction

Stent thrombosis risk arises early after implantation, can persist for years with drug-eluting stents, and is often catastrophic (1,2). The steady state risk, ~0.3-1% annually (3,4), increases in specific patient subsets (5), and bio-resorbable scaffolds (6,7), but also with inadequate stent sizing relative to vessel diameter (“stent under-expansion”) (8,9) and lesion/vessel morphology (particularly calcified lesions) (8,10) as both prevent contact relative to the lumen wall. Intravascular imaging like ultrasound (IVUS) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) have improved outcomes (11,12) by guiding device implantation and avoiding obvious errors in placement.

We studied the impact of stent under-expansion and strut malapposition in a controlled manner in healthy porcine coronary arteries. Controlled under-expansion and malapposition were generated with bare metal stents by applying a restrictive cuff to the mid-portion of the balloon during expansion resulting in a “dogbone” shape in its expanded state. OCT imaging performed at baseline, and at post-implantation, provided information on vessel diameter, stent-vessel wall apposition and tissue coverage.

Methods

Procedure

Animal procedures complied with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at AAALAC accredited CBSET, Inc (Lexington, MA). Yorkshire swine (n = 8, 35-45 kg) underwent coronary artery intervention. To prevent or reduce the occurrence of thrombotic events, aspirin (650 mg, PO) and clopidogrel (300 mg, PO) were administered the day before stent implantation, and then daily at 81 and 75 mg. Animals were sedated with Telazol (4-6 mg/kg IM) and anesthetized with inhaled isoflurane under positive ventilation.
After induction of anesthesia, an 8F introducer sheath was placed aseptically in the carotid artery via cutdown approach. Heparin (150 U/kg, IV) maintained ACT greater than 275 seconds. Under fluoroscopic guidance, a 7F JL 3.5 VISTA BRITE TIP® guide catheter (Cordis Corp.) was advanced through the sheath into the ascending aorta and to the coronary arteries. Nitroglycerin (200 mg, IA) was administered into the coronary arteries and angiographic images identified proper deployment location. Bare metal stents in the left anterior descending (n=5), circumflex (n=4), and right coronary arteries (n=7), using specially designed cuffs to modify the inflation of 3.0x18 mm (W X L) balloon catheters. Two sizes of restrictive PET tubing placed over the balloon midportion 2.8x5 - or 2.5x5 mm upon optimal inflation (12 atm) induced constrained hourglass expansion. Balloons were deployed at balloon:artery ratios of 1-1.1 so as to ensure minimal injury and in line with current clinical convention. One vessel was excluded based on severe vascular injury (ruptured EEL) on account of balloon overexpansion and as observed by histology at necropsy (see Supplemental Figure 2). Two vessels were excluded from final analysis due to inadequate imaging resolution. The remaining 13 vessels in 7 animals (1.85 ± 0.9 stented vessels/animals), included three fully apposed, and ten with programmed stent under-expansion with stent strut malapposition. Following deployment, angiograms were obtained (30 frames/s; paired planar cine). Frequency-Domain OCT images (C7-XR OCT Intravascular Imaging System; St. Jude Medical) were acquired immediately post-procedure and at 5-days, and 28 days. After 200 μg nitroglycerin intracoronary, the OCT catheter (C7 Dragonfly, St Jude Medical) was advanced ~5 mm distal to the stent. Acquisition was performed during power contrast flushing (4-6 mL/s for 3 seconds). Pullback was 20 mm/s for 200 μm lateral resolution initiated automatically upon blood clearance and repeated if motion artifacts or inadequate flushing occurred. After z-offset calibration, images were stored for processing. All animals were survived for 28 days, and then euthanized.
OCT Frame Analysis

Semi-automated programs allowed for simultaneous measurement of stent strut and lumen structures from OCT Frames as described previously (13,14) and in the supplement. Strut-level measurements on the OCT frame included **strut-wall distance**, and denote the distance of this identified strut surface relative to the lumen contour, not overlaying a side-branch. To account for strut “blooming” artifact (15), a strut was defined as thickness 0.1mm (0.08mm plus 0.02mm).

Stent cross-sectional area (**Stent CSA**) was measured as the area of the circle fitting the leading (abluminal edge) of the detected struts in each frame- with a minimum requirement of struts located in at least three quadrants. Lumen cross sectional area (**Lumen CSA**) was the area bounded by the luminal border. Stent and lumen CSA were measured on each frame along pullback without a sidebranch, and were validated against a subset of frames whose areas were manually obtained from the console. The difference in lumen and stent areas between the two methods were \(0.42 \pm 0.13 \text{ mm}^2\) (\(n = 62\) frames, \(r = 0.97\)) and \(0.2 \pm 0.17\text{ mm}^2\) (\(n = 57\) frames, \(r = 0.98\)), respectively (See Supplemental methods). The **reference lumen CSA** was defined for each vessel as the average of the baseline CSA every 1mm, for 5mm proximal and distal of stent boundaries in OCT frames (10). This dimension is assumed ideal expansion before remodeling but maybe affected by vasospasm. The external elastic lamina (EEL) cross-sectional area (**EEL CSA**) was manually traced in IMAGEJ by a trained operator at every 1mm of pullback. **Stent Expansion Ratio** was the ratio of stent and reference lumen CSA. Histologic evaluation determined mural injury - vessels with significant injury were excluded.

Finite Element Simulation

An **in silico** representation of the cuffed balloon and stent deployment in a porcine vessel was created using the finite element software Abaqus (v6.14, Dassault Systems, RI, USA). Literature values provided mesh, stent material (16) and porcine tissue properties (17). Contact
between a fixed cuff and the stent was removed limiting balloon inflation in the central axial assembly region. **We assumed that the contribution of blood flow to the passive elastic tissue response in terms of loading would be negligible in comparison to the loading imposed by balloon and stent during implantation.**

**Histopathology**

Following euthanasia at 28 days, the hearts were explanted and pressure perfused with 10% **Neutral buffered formalin**. Stented vessels were trimmed of myocardium and embedded in methyl methacrylate monomer (MMA) resin. Radiographs identified malapposed regions and proximal apposed, mid malapposed, and distal apposed segments. Microtomed sections were stained with Verhoffs elastin stain and Hematoxylin and eosin stain. Struts on each histopathologic section were scored for injury and inflammation on a per strut basis: 0 = no injury, **Internal Elastic Lamina (IEL)** intact; 1 = IEL disruption; 2 = medial disruption; and 3 = EEL / adventitial disruption, and 0 = no inflammatory cells peristrut; 1 = < 20 cells peristrut; 2 = > 20 cells peristrut, with or without tissue effacement and little-to-no impact on tissue function; and 3 = > 20 cells peristrut with effacement of adjacent vascular tissue and adverse impact on tissue function).

**Ex-vivo Deployment**

Following euthanasia, a single unstented coronary vessel segment (~3.0mm diameter) was explanted and immersed in sodium chloride. A modified cuffed balloon and stent (same as used in-vivo) was prepared in the same manner as the in-vivo deployments. The vessel was placed under a stereomicroscope (VHX-1000E Keyence) and reference outer vessel dimensions were taken prior to deployment to determine proper inflation pressure as per compliance chart. Pressure was increased in 2 atmosphere increments, and high-resolution images of deployment stored for offline analysis.
Statistics

Strut and cross-sectional measurements within Stent Groups (malapposed/apposed) were compared using Student’s t-test, and, when normality could not be supported, the Mann-Whitney Test. As hierarchical design was used a linear mixed effects model (LME) tested for associations between covariates and control for nesting of measurements within animal and vessel. In-vessel characteristics (e.g. stent CSA) were treated as fixed effects, while animal and vessel were treated as random effects in an LME, fitted using maximum likelihood estimation. The contribution of one covariate model in the presence of other covariates was tested using the log-likelihood ratio test for nested measurements. p < 0.05 was statistically significant. Where piecewise linear regression models were employed (as in Figure 4), optimal location of knots was chosen based on minimizing the deviance in the LME. R² was measure of association. All analyses were performed using R version 2.12.1.
Results

Benchtop verification of method of controlled under-expansion of the stent

Prior to deployment in animals, the method of graded under-expansion and malapposition was characterized computationally using an ex-vivo setup. Finite element methods simulated (Figure 1A) deployment of a stent cuffed-balloon inflated. At low inflation pressures, the device expands first proximal and distal to dimensions larger than the inner diameter of the vessel (10% balloon oversizing ensured device anchoring without deep tissue injury). Radial stretch pulled tissue at its margins, creating axial tensile strain in the middle, under-expanded segment, and subsequent luminal shrinkage (~0.03 mm radial inwards displacement at mid-point). Luminal shrinkage at full inflation was still so small that lumen diameter remained significantly larger than cuffed balloon diameter – indicating strut malapposition and stent under-expansion. Stent foreshortening was less than 2%. Ex-vivo cuffed-balloon inflation of a stent to nominal pressure in an explanted coronary artery followed the finite element simulation (Figure 1C) with the vessel over-expanded subtly proximally (Figure 1B) and distally, and the vessel shrank in diameter ~10% in the mid, under-expanded regions.

In-vivo Deployment of Under-expanded Devices and Serial Imaging Study

Implant

QCA balloon-artery ratios (Figure 2A) were as predicted for all balloon cuff sizes (mean difference in balloon-artery ratio predicted vs. actual = 0.07 ± 0.05, p=0.01; Table I).
Table I: Balloon Artery Ratio: QCA v. Predicted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balloon Middle / Proximal</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Pressure [Pa]</th>
<th>Vessel Diameter [mm] From QCA</th>
<th>Min. Balloon/Artery Ratio [mm / mm] From QCA</th>
<th>Min. Balloon/Artery Ratio [mm / mm] As predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.0 / 3.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.50 ± 2.51</td>
<td>2.81 ± 0.18</td>
<td>1.13 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7/3.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.25 ± 0.50</td>
<td>2.84 ± 0.07</td>
<td>1.01 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 /3.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.00 ± 1.00</td>
<td>2.90 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown as mean ± st. dev

As assessed from OCT (Figure 2B, table II), deployment of devices on cuffed balloons created ranges of stent expansion and strut-wall apposition (Figure 2C) that met the criteria of both stent under-expansion (stent CSA/reference lumen area <0.8 (18)) and malapposition (strut-wall distance ≤0.1, corresponding to one strut thickness). Vessels were reclassified into as-treated malapposed (95% maximum strut-wall distance >0.1, n=10 stents) and apposed stent groups (n=3 stents).

Table II: OCT measurements in stent groups at baseline and follow-up
At baseline, lumen area correlated with stent area (Figure 4 in blue; $R^2=0.86$), though differently for underexpanded and fully expanded stents. Piecewise linear mixed effects models fit to lumen and stent cross sectional dimensions found an optimal knot at stent expansion ratio of 86.8%. Above stent expansions ratio of 86.8%, the lumen dilated with expansion ($\beta=0.40$; 95% CI (0.25,0.71); $p<0.0001$) - below the lumen dilated with decreasing stent expansion ($\beta=-0.25$; 95% CI (-0.31,-0.21); $p<0.0001$), indicating acute dilation in the middle, under-expanded region, as visualized in single vessel reconstructions (Fig 3A). For a nominal stent size of 3.0mm, this threshold ratio corresponds to mean stent area of 6.0mm$^2$ which is not significantly different from previously identified thresholds of clinically relevant stent under-expansion (18,19).
At 5 days follow-up, there was recovery of malapposition across all vessels. <1% of struts remained malapposed, 36% had no coverage, and 95% <0.08mm of overlying nascent tissue hyperplasia (or fibrin) (less than a strut width). The lumen dimension converged to stent dimension with strong linear correlation (average slope $\beta=0.86$; 95% CI (0.82,0.89); p <0.0001, $R^2=0.94$, Figure 4 in red). For a single vessel with significant stent under-expansion, this is visualized as a constriction in the middle portion (Figure 3B).

Mean stent CSA decreased between baseline and follow up for the entire sample (6.79 ± 0.75 mm$^2$ at day 0 versus 6.43 ± 0.67 mm$^2$ at day 5, p <0.0001, Mann-Whitney), indicating minimal stent recoil between 0 and 5 days (~ 5%).

Observations at day 5 of luminal conformation onto the under-expanded stent were reasonably explained by elastic recoil (Figure 5): with lumen cross-sectional area correlating with external elastic lamina cross-sectional area (manually traced from OCT in three of the most extreme under-expanded stents) indicating recoil of the elastic lamina driving this luminal shrinkage. There was minimal evidence of plaque or intimal hyperplasia growth to explain reduction in lumen area at malapposition sites.

Histopathology

Histopathology at necropsy (28 days) revealed no malapposed struts, little evidence of excessive injury or inflammation. 707 of struts were analyzed in 45 sections. All were in contact with the media; 97% of struts with IEL intact and compressed media, and the remaining 3% having lacerated IEL, compressed media but with EEL still intact. Inflammation was also low; 60% of struts had no inflammatory cells and the remaining 40% had fewer than 20 cells, without tissue effacement and little to no impact on tissue function.
OCT-derived neointimal area measured at day 28 and histopathology-derived neointimal area at necropsy of each of the vessels used in the study showed acceptable agreement in segment-matched means (OCT, $R^2 = 0.66$). The regression line was $\text{OCT} = 0.60 \times \text{histo} + 1.05$. 
Discussion

The first experimental model of stent malapposition and under-expansion

Strut-level complications within stents from clinical trials are associated with strut-wall displacement (20,21) and altered flow (22). We created a novel model of reproducibly controlling stent malapposition through stent under-expansion; by deploying stents mounted on hourglass shaped balloons inducing both acute strut displacement from the wall (malapposition) of up to 600 microns, and up to 40% under-inflation - values consistent with clinical reports (20).

While both malapposition and under-expansion can occur simultaneously, one should dominate. Under-expansion without acute strut malapposition would occur when plaque features preclude optimal stent expansion (e.g. calcium nodules). Likewise malapposition can occur with ‘optimal’ stent expansion - as in vascular taper, where we commonly see malapposition at the proximal edges of stents, or at bifurcations where the vessel is “healthy” without injury and or plaque. A limitation extrapolating these results to the clinic is that this model had malapposed struts in the middle of the stents in stretched vessels- whereas acute malapposition is mostly observed at stent edges. We leveraged high resolution imaging from fusion imaging, enabling us to follow the device, tissue response at follow-up time points. With this sophisticated experimental architecture in place, we examined the impact of stent malapposition and under-expansion through presumably natural environmental drivers such as altered flow and procedure-induced structural changes. However, early observations from intravascular imaging at day 5 and before any presumed tissue response were unexpected and intriguing, and forced us to orient our attention on acute morphologic changes in the arterial wall.
Healthy vessel response to acute stent under-expansion is recoil

The early reaction to under-expanded and malapposed devices was lumen dilation followed by contraction of the wall onto the under-expanded stent. Benchtop and computational simulation of this sub-optimal deployment revealed that this sub-acute lumen dilation (up to 20% lumen area increase) in regions of under-expansion could partially be explained by passive elastic forces of the vessel during incomplete balloon expansion. On a tri-folded cuffed balloon, the balloon and stent expands ends first. With serial inflation of the balloon and stent to nominal pressure (~14atm) the healthy vessel will compensate by stretching outwards and pull axially inwards at its margins. Non-uniform expansion creates tensile axial strain in the middle region, contributing to subtle luminal shrinkage (radial strain). In-vitro, ex-vivo and computational simulations confirmed acute luminal shrinkage and axial tensile strain. OCT confirmed in-vivo luminal dilation (~20%) following incomplete expansion of the device. With no evidence of a passive mechanical event driving this acute vaso dilation (Figure 1A), this is likely a vasomotor effect.

Though small, sub-acute radial dilation in the under-expanded region is likely the nidus for subsequent recoil onto the stent. The amount of vascular recoil observed here - up to 40% area decrease - is not unprecedented given earlier experience with balloon angioplasty (23,24), however was not expected in the context of an under-expanded stent especially as there was no significant balloon injury in this region with overstretch since the balloon failed to contact the wall. Recoil almost completely restored apposition at day 5, even as >25% of all struts were initially malapposed. In response to stent under-expansion, the healthy swine vessel will recoil quickly, in advance of any tissue response, resolving any stent-wall malapposition. Without any significant malapposition at early acute time-point- and still ahead of any tissue response, we could not create the baseline condition necessary to identify the role of malapposition in neointimal response.
Utility of healthy animal models to study real-world implants

Animal models offer control over multiple parameters and environments that cannot be achieved in the heterogeneity of the clinic, and the living dynamic lacking on the bench. Healthy porcine coronary vessel arteries are routinely used pre-clinically in both early stage device development, late regulatory approval. Yet, there is a tension in use of the animal – the naïve healthy state maximizes synchrony and consistency of results and reveals important basic biological reparative mechanisms (25,26) but may include compensatory responses and reflexes muted or absent in disease. The uninjured or native state in the animal may not fully represent the pathologic condition. This we observed; the healthy vessel recoils almost immediately onto malapposed struts, before tissue response. Intact elasticity, smooth muscle cell architecture and vascular health restores vessel homeostasis impossible clinically. Though daily administration of a vasodilator (calcium channel blocker) might reduce the vasopressive response and recoil around the struts, this may cause even further departure from the clinical reality. Malapposition does persist in bare metal (27) and drug-eluting devices (20,28) in patients but cannot in the intact arteries of normal animals. There is a paucity of clinical studies evaluating this phenomenon serially using matched strut-level analysis after drug-eluting stent implantation, precluding definitive conclusion on acute malapposition resolution in humans with coronary disease. It is possible that all malapposed stents resolve but new ones are formed due to incompletely understood drug-stent-vessel interaction (29). Acute malapposition is thus quickly resolved or, more likely, impossibly modeled in the healthy vessel. The presence of a lesion - which almost always precedes a stent implant - will limit the normal vessels ability to elastically recoil (30), and is a known risk factor for acute malapposition (31).

It is likely that this compensation is increasingly lost in the face of disease. Animal models with normal and intact arteries are thus fine substrates to determine patterns of vascular response to device insertion in native arteries- everything observed in the intact vessel emerges
de novo allowing for an orderly definition of sequential physiologic repair, but they may not be ideal for defining and understanding aberrant responses. This fundamental difference in physiologic compensation and pathologic decompensation could explain the divergence in preclinical models and clinical experience with DES. This is even more so the case now with novel interventional devices, including the bio-resorbable and bio-erodible scaffolds, wherein event worst outcomes have been observed (6,7). The issues of strut underexpansion and malapposition become even more important when considering the emerging technologies with erodible platforms. These devices maybe more prone to recoil and less apt to appose especially in diseased vessels with significant calcific burden. For this reason, as the new implantation devices evolve, so must the animal models for evaluating their procedural success, and foretelling the clinical outcomes. The present animal models must be adapted according to the environment dictated by the biological factors in realistic clinical practices. The animal models, if successfully translated, have the potential to predict the adverse outcomes and prevent the costly clinical events for latest complex implants.

It is important to note that this pre-clinical study utilized a level of analysis unprecedented including frequency-domain OCT imaging at baseline and at follow-up time, along with high fidelity imaging analysis of each acquired OCT frame. The spatial and temporal resolution of this pre-clinical vascular response is far beyond what could be appreciated or has been implemented clinically, as far as we are aware. With two sub-acute imaging time-points (post procedure and 5 days), we observed a dynamic event ahead of any tissue response that would be reasonably missed in other clinical trial imaging protocols.

Conclusions

In a healthy porcine model, vascular reaction to recover stent under-expansion and malapposition is earlier than anticipated, comprising full vessel recoil in response to an acute
strain from suboptimal expansion of the balloon and device. Healthy vessels may not recapitulate the basis for vascular response in disease-laden vessels, and their utility in modeling real-world implants needs to be carefully considered.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: (A) Finite-element simulation show that at low inflation pressures the cuffed tri-folded balloon expands first in the extremities of the device slightly larger than the inner diameter of the vessel. The vessel must compensate by (B) stretching radially outwards, pulling tissue at margins inwards creating axial strain. For the middle region, the expansion of the device in proximal and distal regions creates axial tensile strain. At some time-point $t_2$, this axial strain caused a negative radial strain (inward) of $\sim2\%$ (0.05mm radial inwards displacement) at this midpoint. (C) Ex-vivo deployment of the generic stent (used animal study) in an explanted swine coronary artery of 3.1mm inner diameter (3.3mm outer diameter), shows that nominal inflation the device created some overstretch in the proximal and distal segments, and partial shrinkage in the middle segment indicating a lumen diameter and cross-sectional area shrinkage of 3% and 6%.

Figure 2: The expansion of the modified balloon (A; from QCA), generated ranges of stent under-expansion (B; min stent/reference lumen CSA) and malapposition (B; maximum strut-wall displacement within the stent by OCT), in all 13 vessels analyzed (C). Note struts with Wall Distance $>$0.1mm are malapposed.

Figure 3: Volume rendered reconstructions of the lumen using proprietary off-line analysis (St. Jude) for a vessel implanted with 2.5mm/3.0mm cuff and achieving a minimum stent expansion ratio (stent/reference lumen CSA) of 50.7% at baseline. (A) At baseline, the lumen appears dilated in middle under-expanded segment, which then (B) recoils onto the stent as observed at early (5 day) follow-up.

Figure 4: Normalized lumen CSA (lumen-to-mean vessel reference lumen area ratio) versus stent expansion ratio (stent-to-mean vessel reference lumen area ratio) at baseline (blue) and follow up (red), with piecewise linear regression lines plotted of the fixed effects estimates after adjustment for measurements nested in vessels and animals.. For day 0 optimal knots in the piecewise linear model were found at stent expansion ratio $= 0.86$ (Stent expansion ratio $= 86\%$;
Follow-up showed strong, linear and positive correlation between stent and lumen cross-sections ($R^2 = 0.94$).

Figure 5: Luminal area shrinkage follows vessel elastic recoil as determined by mapping the lumen cross-sectional area to the EEL cross sectional area manually traced in OCT frames of three of the extremely malapposed vessels (malapposition at baseline $>4^{*}$strut-widths). Lumen and EEL CSA normalized to the reference non-stented lumen dimension in each vessel correlated with near unity linear regression slopes close to 1 ($\beta_{\text{vessel 1}} = 0.84$ (blue), $\beta_{\text{vessel 2}} = 0.95$ (yellow), $\beta_{\text{vessel 3}} = 0.97$ (black)).
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